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Animal Farm Study Guide. Buy Study Guide. Animal Farm was published on the heels of World War II, in
England in 1945 and in the United States in 1946. George Orwell wrote the book during the war as a cautionary
fable in order to expose the seriousness of the dangers posed by Stalinism and totalitarian government.

SHORT ANSWER STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS
Start studying SHORT ANSWER STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS - Animal Farm. Learn vocabulary, terms, and
more with flashcards, games, and other study tools.

animal farm studyguide answers chapters 1
Start studying animal farm studyguide answers chapters 1-4. Learn vocabulary, terms, and more with flashcards,
games, and other study tools.

Animal Farm Questions and Answers | Q & A | GradeSaver
The Question and Answer sections of our study guides are a great resource to ask questions, find answers, and
discuss literature. Home Animal Farm Q & A Ask a question and get answers from your fellow students and
educators.

George Orwell’s
Animal Farm: A study guide - Teacher’s Book 6 Identifying Animals Students match the pictures with the
animal names. When the students finish the exercise, give the answers as a group. Ask different students from
the class to give the answers. 1. Boar k 2. Raven d 3. Mare and foal c 4. Calf o 5. Hen m 6. Sow e 7. Dog i 8.
Pigeon h 9.

SHORT ANSWER STUDY GUIDE QUESTIONS – Animal Farm
short answer study guide questions – animal farm Mr. and Mrs. Jones Own The Manor Farm; Mr. Jones is
selfish in that he does not always take good care of his animals.

Animal Farm
Animal Farm – Study Guide Answers There are many differences between the film and the book. Using the
table below, fill in the blank spaces with the differences between the film and the book. Students should have at
least 8 differences in their organizer. Possible answers are listed below. The Book The Film

Animal Farm Questions and Answers
In Animal Farm by George Orwell, the animals rise up and take the Manor Farm from their human owner, Mr.

Jones. The animals then set out to establish an animal utopia by living under the rules of...

Animal Farm TG
Animal Farmis an excellent selection for junior and senior high students to study. Although on one level the
novel is an allegory of the 1917 Russian Revolution, the story is just as applicable to the latest rebellion against
dictators around the world.

Study Guide
Animal Farmis more than a fairy story. It is a commentary on the the relevance of independent thought, truth,
and justice. THE TIME AND PLACE An allegory is a narrative that can be read on more than one level. Critics
often consider Animal Farm to be an allegory of the Russian Revolution. In the early 1900s, Russia’s Czar
Nicholas II faced

